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We will investigate the differential equation 
x(m)(A) = g a,(h) d-l)(X), O<h<A, 
i=l 
(1) 
where X(X) and a,(h) are functions which map the interval [0, A] into the field 
K of Mikusinski operators [I]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The class C of continuous complex-valued functions of a nonnegative real 
variable forms a commutative algebra without zero divisors where the product 
is defined as the finite convolution and the sums and scalar products are 
defined in the usual way. The quotient field of this algebra is the operator 
field K of Mikusinski. In this operator field the limit, differentiation and 
integration are defined. 
We shall let f = {f(t)} denote the representation off(t) in C, s the differ- 
ential operator, L the integral operator and I be the unit element, so = I. 
Furthermore, we denote by FJt) = t-g-l@(--p, --a; -P>, 0 < (T < 1, 
p > 0, F, = F, where 0 is the known function of E. M. Wright [2]. This 
function can be written in the form 
F,(t) = & J^,, z=ozp exp(tz - x0) dz, t 3 0 
and it satisfies the inequality 
P,+l -_ 
IF,(t)/ < ;ljp+)(cos~) ’ , 0 < t < T <: co. (2) 
2. OPERATOR SPACES C,(h) AND C&l) 
The definition of operational convergence given by Mikusiriski is topolo- 
gically inadequate [3]. For this reason we will limit ourselves to the subsets 
C,(h) and C,(X) with a topology compatible with their algebraic structure. 
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In an earlier paper [4] we have defined and investigated these two spaces. 
We present here only the essentials. 
C,(X) is the set of all functions which map the interval [0, A] into 
K : h-t Pw(h), /3 3 0, where w(h) = w((h, t)>, w(A, t) is a continuous 
complex-valued function defined on D : 0 < h < A, 0 < t < co. 
e,?(A) is the set of functions h --g(h)/F, where g(A) --- (g(h, t)j, g(A, t) is a 
continuous complex-valued functions defined on I). 
We know that $6 z .- F&F, /3 2;. 0. Consequently C,(X) C C?,(h). 
C,<(h) will form a commutative algebra where the product, sum and scalar 
product are defined in the usual way, making use of those in K. With the 
defined sum and scalar product, C,?(X) is only a vector space. 
In c,(A) we have a family of seminorms Nk : 
It is easy to show that C,(h) is a space of the B, type of Mazur and Orlicz [5]. 
The topology of es(A) fi IS ner than the topology used by Mikusinski; i.e., if 
a,(h) converges to u(X) in C,7(h), then a,(h) converges to a(A) in K for every 
A E [0, A]. C,(h) as a subspace of e,(A) is not complete; it is a space of the 
B$ type. 
We shall use the following two propositions: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (7,(h)) C c,(h) be a sequence which converges in e,(A) 
to y(h) E C,(h). Then in e,(A) 
for every w(h) = {w(h, t)}, w ere w(h, t) is a continuous complex-valuedfunction k 
defined on D. The integral is in the sense of Mikusiliski. 
Proof. Let 
4 = $)$& I47 f)ll Y&v = {Y&4 f)> = rlnw 
and y(h) = 7(h)F. We have 
Nk (j: 44 ~$4 du - .r; 4~) T(U) d”) 
< max 
J -n I 4u, t)I I Y&, 4 -Y(u, 91 du o<t</3 o 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let ~4’ be a bounded and equicontinuous subset of the space 
c,(A). Then hh’ is compact in C,(h). 
Proof. We shall let &‘Z denote the set of all elements t$h),~(/\) E JH. 
Since .X is bounded. k&Z is also bounded: 
Then it also follows that the set F&s%’ of numerical continuous functions 
defined on D and of the form 
j’ dv j’F(v - u) # u) du = j’ y(A, u) du, $9 E A, 
0 0 0 
is uniformly bounded on D, for every k EN. 
The set F&6? is equicontinuous because 
/ jt r(x, 4 du - jtor(xo ,4 du / 
0 0 
< jr I Y(h, U> -YY(xo , u)~ du + j: I Y(h, U)I du 
G W&@) - rlob)) + I t - to I NddW> 
and & is equicontinuously by supposition. 
By Ascoli’s theorem, the set F&4? of numerical continuous functions 
defined on D, , for every k E N, is compact in the set of continuous functions 
on D, . Consequently, k2’ is compact in e,(h). 
We shall let flm e,(x) d enote the product space of n spaces C,(h) and with 
Gothic letters, n(x) = ($(A), am,..., qm(X)), the points of this product space. 
Finally, let 
3. A CLASS OF MATRIX 
The proof of our theorem for Eq. (1) requires the introduction of a class 
of matrices. 
Consider the set R+ of real nonnegative numbers. We adjoin the new point, 
denoted by -co, to R+ and call the enlarged set R’. The sum and order 
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relation in Rf can be extended to R’ by defining: Y i- (-co) = (-CO) $ Y .~- 
-cc andr > --co for any Y E R’. 
We will now define an operation with matrices of the type (m, m) on R’. 
Let (cz,,~) and (!J?.~) be two matrices on R’ of the same type. Then 
This operation is associative. Let (bF,J denote the matrix 
(k-time). 
In this section we shall deal with the matrices of the form 
In [6] we discussed these matrices from a more general point of view. Now 
we shall give only an inequality for the maximal element of (b:,j). bE,4 is a 
maximal element of (bf,j) if bi,, > b:,j for 1 < i,j ,< m. 
LEMMA 1. Ifp =2,3 ,..., mandr= 1,2 ,..., m,thenb~+:,,=b,,,,k~n’. 
Proof. 
LEMMA 2. bi:k = max(bL,,-, , b, + b&J, 1 <p < m, where b:,, = -co 
for any k E N. 
PYOOf. 
b k+l m.11 = lp;~m (Z& + b,,,) = max(bi,,-, + L,,, T bh,, + L,,) 
= max(biLl, b, + bk,,), 
because bi,D = --co,ifp-landifm. 
LEMMA 3. Let b, = -co for m > k > p and b, f --oo. Then bgkP+’ = 
-CC for 1 < k < m - p and b$Lp+’ = bm,k+p--m for m > k > m - p. 
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proof. First we will show that 
&,, = 
i 
y 
2<q<m--p+l 
D’ g=m-p+l. 
It follows from Lemma 2 that 
ba m,m = max(bL&., , b,, + bZ$) 
= b$&, = max(bgk+ , bmwl + b$$) 
. . . . . . . . * . . . . 
= max(L,-,+l , La+2 + b,A 
= r’ 
2<q<m--p+l 
2,, q=m-p+l. 
We suppose now that k < m -p. Then it follows from what has just been 
proved Lemma 2 that 
b;>!‘+l = max(bZL , b,,k + K&3 
= bz& = max(bzTE?l , b,,,-, + bE:z) 
. . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . 
= b’$Dpkf2 = max(bEj*-k+l, b,,, + b~T~-k+l) == --CO. 
If, on the contrary, we have k > n - p, 
bz;t+’ = max(bK& , b,,k + bZyZ’$ 
= b”,& = rnax(bz:t<‘, bm,k--l + bZ:Z-‘) 
.., . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
= b:,fi-m+v+l = “=(b,,k-m+D > bm,k-vr-p+l t- bwd 
= bm,k-n+n .
LEMMA 4. If bi # --co for at least one i, then the maximal element of (bf.j) 
is in the last row. 
Proof. If k = 1 then it is true. For k > 1, by Lemma 1 it suffices to 
compare the last two rows. 
Lemma 2 implies that 
b ii:; = m4bfiz,.-l , b, + b&J 
>b ;.,-, = bk2,,-, , p =I 2, 3,..., m 
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PROPOSITIONS. Letb$=--co,j>p+landb,If--co.Forajixedk 
and 1 < i < m bt 
6, > bi 
m-k+1 ‘m-ill’ 
then bT;v+r< 2m-pi-r-1 b, 
m-k+1 
forr 22. 
Proof. By the Lemma 4, it suffices to show that 
b-D+?’ 
7n.Q 
G 2m-p-q+rb 
m-k+1 k 
for r 3 2, 1 < q < n. 
Let r = 2. Then it follows from Lemma 3 that 
bz;?’ = rnax(bE:?:‘, 6, + bz-z+‘) 
We now suppose that it is true for r and we shall prove that it is also true 
for r + 1. 
Gmax2m--q-p+r+lb m-q-t1 
t m-k+1 
IC, m _ k +-I b, + ;_%-T bk) 
<2m--q-P+r+lb 
m-k+1 kG‘ 
4. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Theorems on the uniqueness of solution of the equation (I), when ai 
are independent of A, are given by Drobot et Mikusiriski [7]. Mikusinski has 
solved equation (1) when ai are polynomials of s with numerical coefficients. 
The author has also examined a system of differential equations [a]. 
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The differential equation (1) is reduced to the equivalent normal system of 
differential equations 
44 = %+1(4, k = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, 44 = 44 
XL(X) = 5 a&q x&q 
i=l 
just as for numerical equations. 
System (4) can be written in the following vector form: 
n’(h) = (a&W 44 
(4) 
(5) 
where (ai,?( is a matrix of (m, m) type. 
We suppose that u~,~(A) = s~wo~,~(A) E C,(X). 
THEOREM 1. For a,(h) = Pwi(X) E C,(h) and ,k$ - 1 < c(m - i -t I), 
0 < E < 1, i == 1, 2 ,..., m, there exists one and only one solution in c,(X)of 
equation (1) satisfying the initial conditions x(0) = x’(0) = *** = x(+l)(O) = I. 
Proof. The vector differential equation (5) can be reduced to the equiv- 
alent integral equation 
where / = (I, I ,..., 1). 
In order to find the solution of equation (6) we shall use the sequence 
ktl It can be easily verified that for (@)A < h < n- A, 1 < k < n - 1, 
we have 
n,(x) = J + (-n’n (qj(u)) J du 
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Let pk denote the maximal exponent of elements in the matrix 
-4’; = (%.3@1))(~i.j&)) *.* @i,,(U). 
We can write the general element of this matrix A” 
a,k,,& I A, ,..., A,) = SP~.jo~,j(hl , A2 ,..., A,) 
T:, Sa’(ellk-Ek WI&(X, , A, )...) A,). 
The function t”*-f&&(h, , A, ,..., A,) is the representation in C,(A) of a 
continuous function on the domain 0 < A, , A, ,..., A, < A, 0 < t < CO. 
Let M, be a constant such that 1 qj(X, t)! ,< M, , (A, t) E D, ; then 
0 < t < q and 
(8) 
‘< -lMclk 5: yk) 
p”-e.7 
qp ...~ /?J$ + 1) . 
We can now use the relations (2), (3 (8) for p ;>z 0: 
where C, and C, are constants. It follows now that 
X 
s 
:,-+‘. (u~,~(uJ)J duk) 
i i 
A-A/12 
J 
u,-AIn 
= max N, P du, du, ... 
1 ,’ i-’ m - [(k-l)lnln 1 (k-2) hl~l 
X 
s 
,“-I-“‘” -fl a&(~, ,..., uk) du,) 
(9) 
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RJs”n,(x)) d %*(s”J) + %,(sJJ It”‘” (qj(u))J d”) I ..’ 
(10) 
and the sequence (s%,(h)) is bounded in e,(A) for any p > 0. 
But it remains to show that /3” < 2ke’, 0 < E’ < 1 for k > k, under the 
conditions of the theorem. We can suppose that /$ > 1 and that is not a 
restriction. Then (a&h)) can be written in the form 
i 
0 SOL 0 . . . 0 
(ui,j(x) = s O 
0 SOL . . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
s@1-Ll(h) s~2-Lle(h) Sk%0,(X) a*. SWWm(A) i 
In order to find the maximal exponent p” of elements in the matrix AQ, 
we will connect the matrix (!J~,~) of the type (3) with the matrix (Q(X)), 
where bi = & - 1. Then it follows from Proposition 3 that 
p” < 4 + maximal element of (bq,j) < q + m-11-t m - k -t 1 (& - ‘)’ 
Then there is a q. and a 0 < E’ < 1 such that p” < 2qe’ for q 12 q. . 
We shall now prove that our sequence (n,(h)) is equicontinuous. 
For A, > 0 there exists a number n such that A/n < A, < A. Then 
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then 
%,(n,(h) - n&J) < mC,< 1 X - A, ) ‘Jl,(sa’n,(h)). 
It follows from inequality (10) that %,(sa’n(X)) is bounded for any /3’ > 0. 
When h,, =: 0 and X < /I/n; !R,(n,(x) -- n,(Q) =- 0. For X, = 0 and 
fl/n < h < A, n 2 72,) Sk(n,(X) - n&&J) < mC,l X 1 !R,(ssltt,(/\)). 
We have proved that (n,(h)) is a bounded and equicontinuous subset in 
~4% then 4n,N) is compact in C,(h) (Proposition 2). Let /(nk,(X)) be a 
convergent subsequence in (S,s(h); then 
In order to prove our theorem, we can use Proposition 1 and show that 
To prove the uniqueness of the solution of equation (1) in e,$(h) satisfying 
the initial conditions x(O) = .x’(O) : ... .x(“~~i)(O) :~ I, it suffices to show that 
the equation 
n(h) = 1” (Q(U)) n(u) du, n(0) = 0, 
0 
has only the trivial solution n(A) = 0. We can also suppose that 
n(h) = (q(X), wz(A),..., w,(h)), wi@) = {44 t)l 
where wi(h, t) is a continuous function on D. 
After n iteration we have 
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The inequality (9) implies 
y$(n(h)) = O(Cnn-(2-(B”/no))?l). 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
Using the same method we can prove 
THEOREM 2. Let ai = ski(h) E C,(h) and b(h) E c,(h). If 
pi - 1 < +?z - i + l), O<E<l, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
then there exists one and only one solution in e,(A) of the equatiofz 
x(“)(A) = F ai &l)(h) + b(A), OGAd.4 
&=I 
satisfying the initial conditions x(O) = x’(O) == a-- = x(‘“-~)(O) == 0. 
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